
LHCB implementation at IN2P3-CC  

This is a first idea of what could be setup for LHCb on SRM/dCache system at 

IN2P3-CC. Rates are taken from the megatable.  

 

Current issues:  

1. Not clear yet if redistribution of RAW coming from T0 is needed. Which pool 

would be used?  

• Transfer pool (RAW_wan) : but this would mean data has to stay on 

cache until sent 

• Read-only pool (RAW_lan) : but this pool would normally be 

disconnected from  external sites  

LHCb don’t intend to distribute RAW data onwards from the T1 centres. Though 

DSTs produced at the site will be. The RAW data will come into the T1 site and will 

be reconstructed & stripped there. The RAW data we would like to process before it’s 

migrated to tape. Would a lcg-gt (get data) trigger a disk copy from the WAN pool to 

the LAN ? Are the two pools an internal implementation detail? From the LHCb 

perspective we need a single storage class. When writing into the LHCB_RAW space, 

the data should end up into the “LAN pool”, or the “WAN pool” has to be large 

enough to act as buffer and the “LAN pool” is just there for convenience. 

2. It is possible that the M-DST pools (with both master DST (M-DST) and 

master MC DST  (MC-M-DST) will be split in 2 groups, 1 for out buffer and 1 

for analysis access. Not clear yet what is the simplest solution  

I think the solution should be transparent LHCb. The plan will be to use FTS to 

distribute these files, a possible solution is if the FTS request triggers a copy between 

pools. 

3. We are not particularly happy with the idea of storing user files on tapes. 

These files would probably be small (configuration files???) and read in 

anarchic manner so that this very  small amount could become the most 

painful part of tape system management! Our system HPSS cannot be 

considered as a backup system. Why not using file replicas over the grid to 

ensure file availability? Another possibility is to setup a specific SRM/dCache 

instance for user files that will ensure  that files are internally replicated on 

several disks. This is possible with « resilient dCache ».  This feature has not 

been tested yet though.  

I agree and it wasn’t foreseen in the computing model request either. Tihs has been 

changed on the Twiki page. I worry about getting the basic functionality operational 

before pursuing untested features. Configuration files are not foreseen to be on an SE, 

rather AOD-like files, that could also be small. 

4. Rates to T1 (master DST) and from T1 (DST) are not clear for us. In FZK 

implementation document, these rates are different than the rates extracted 

from megatable for FZK.  

See table upload to GSSMLHCB Twiki where all T1 centres are listed. This should be 

consistent with megatable. If you spot any inconsistency please let us know. 

5. We still need to work on the amount of disk that will be allocated on each pool 

group.  

OK please keep us informed. 

6. « file hopping » is a clever feature of dCache that could be used in most of 

cases where data  need to be migrated on tape and need to stay on a disk as 

well. It is not clear if this feature will be usable with T1D1 storage class 
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OK but as mentioned previously we are concerned about the basic file access features 

of dCache and are concerned about use of untested features. How widely used is the 

concept of  “file hopping” 


